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etiology and epidemiology of addiction - addiction, etiology and epidemiology. –participants will be able to
state no fewer than three facts about alcohol, nicotine, cocaine, opioids and cannabis –participants will be able
to explain two brain changes that happen from substance use –participants will be able to state three facts
about the prevalence of addiction –participants will be able to identify no fewer than three ... the sociology of
addiction - research, heroin, cocaine, alcohol, marihuana, deviant careers, drug subcultures, skid row, social
control, rehabilitation contents 1. the scope of the field: addictive and non-addictive substances 2. history of
the field 3. theoretical perspectives and research methods in the sociology of addiction 4. studies of careers in
drug and alcohol use and abuse 5. studies of the effects of substance ... understanding the disease of
addiction & the process of ... - understanding the disease of addiction & the process of recovery for
healthcare clinicians and staff presented by john g. gardin ii, ph.d., a.c.s. relapse prevention: past, present
and future - title: relapse prevention: past, present and future major profssor: dr. jane nichols addictive
behavior is a difficult behavior to recover from. luckily, over thirty years ago, researchers and professionals in
the rehabilitation field have been able to change the way we treat addictions. this research looks into the past,
present and future of relapse prevention to explore how the theories and ... theories of addiction: causes
and maintenance addiction of 4 - addiction overview: theories of addiction in attempting to explain why
people become dependent on drugs, a variety of different approaches have been taken. what follows is a
summary of three different areas of explanation. the first concen- trates on the neurobiological effects of
drugs, and explains drug dependence in biological terms. the second approach is psycho- logical, with
explanations ... prescription drug abuse: etiology, prevention and treatment - addiction: a chronic,
relapsing disease characterized by compulsive drug-seeking and use, despite serious adverse consequences,
and by long-lasting changes in the brain. treatment of opioid dependence - capital health nova scotia heroin opium definition of addiction various accepted definitions exist, but all agree that addiction is: chronic1
progressive1 relapsing1,2 compulsive2,3 characterized by continued use despite physical or psychological
problems4 5 1. o’brien cp, mclellan at. myths about the treatment of addiction. lancet. 1996;347:237-240. 2.
mclellan at, lewis dc, o’brien cp, kleber hd. drug dependence ... heroin dependence - wisconsin medical
society - the impact of heroin dependence heroin use, particularly injection use, is a problem of major public
health importance. the risks associated with heroin dependence, such as hiv and viral hepati-tis, and the social
costs due to associated crime and poverty exceed those of most other drugs.5 though more difficult to
measure objectively, familial dysfunc-tion and disruption are also significant ...
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